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Abstract
An improved generalized F-expansion method is proposed to seek exact solutions of nonlinear evolution equations. With the aid
of symbolic computation, we choose the generalized nonlinear Schrodinger equation with a source to illustrate the validity and
advantages of the proposed method. Many new and more general non-travelling wave solutions are obtained, including single and
combined non-degenerate Jacobi elliptic function solutions, solitons-like solutions, trigonometric function solutions and rational
solutions. The method is straightforward and concise, and it can also be applied to other nonlinear evolution equations in physics.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Since the world around us is inherently nonlinear, evolution equations are widely used to describe complex phenom-
ena in various ﬁelds of sciences, especially in physics such as, plasma physics, ﬂuid mechanics, optical ﬁbers, solid
state physics, nonlinear optics and so on. One of the most exciting advances of nonlinear science and theoretical physics
has been a development of methods to look for exact solutions for nonlinear evolution equations. A search of directly
seeking for exact solutions of nonlinear equations has been more interest in recent years because of the availability of
symbolic computation Mathematica or Maple.
As a result, the research on exact solutions of nonlinear evolution equations becomes more and more important,
such as the famous Hirota’s method [15], the Backlund and Darboux transformation [17–19], Painleve expansions [8],
homogeneous balance method [22], Jacobi elliptic function [12,3], extended tanh-function methods [9–11], extended
F-expansion methods [1,16,20,21,24], variational iteration methods [4–7], Adomian methods [2,13] and extended
mapping method [14] which was proposed recently as an overall generalization of Jacobi elliptic expansion function
method. Most of the exact solutions were obtained by these methods, including the solitary wave solutions, shock wave
solution, periodic wave solutions, and so on.
In this paper, we propose a generalized F-expansion method to construct the new exact travelling wave solutions
of the generalized nonlinear Schroedinger (GNLS) equation with a source. In order to illustrate the effectiveness and
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convenience of the method, we consider the GNLS equation in the form [25],
iut + auxx + bu|u|2 + icuxxx + id(u|u|2)x = kei[()−wt], (1)
where  = (x − vt) is a real function and a, b, c, d, k, , v, w are all real.
The GNLS equation (1) plays an important role in many nonlinear science. It arises as an asymptotic limit of a
slowly varying dispersive wave envelope in a nonlinear medium and has signiﬁcant applications such as optical soliton
communication plasma physics, etc.Moreover, theGNLS equation admitsmany remarkable properties, e. g. , bright and
dark soliton solutions, Lax pair, Liouvile integrability, inverse scattering transformation, conservation laws, Backlund
transformation, etc.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we simply provide the mathematical framework of the
generalized F-expansion method. In Section 3, in order to illustrate the method, GMLs equation with a source is
investigated and abundant exact solutions are obtained which include new soliton-like solutions and trigonometric
function solutions. And we conclude the paper in the last section.
2. A generalized F-expansion method and its applications
In this section, we give the detailed description of our method.
For a given NLPDE with independent variables x and t,
P(,x,t ,xx, . . .) = 0, (2)
where P is in general a polynomial in  and its various partial derivatives. Seeking its travelling wave solution of Eq.
(2) by taking
(x, t) = (),  = k(x + t), (3)
where k and  are constants to be determined later, inserting (3) into (2) yields an ODE for (),
P(, k
′
, k
′
, k2′′, . . .) = 0. (4)
The next crucial step is that solution we are looking for is expressed in the general form
() = a0 +
N∑
i=1
[aiF i() + biF−i () + ciF i−1()F ′() + diF−i ()F ′()], (5)
where a0 = a0(x), ai = ai(x), bi = bi(x), ci = ci(x), di = di(x) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), F() and F ′() satisfy
F
′2() = PF 4() + QF 2() + R, (6)
and hence holds for F() and F ′(),
F ′′() = 2PF 3() + QF(),
F ′′′() = (6PF 2() + Q)F ′(),
F ′′′′() = 24P 2F 5() + 20PQF 3() + (Q2 + 12PR)F(), (7)
where P, Q and R are all parameters, the prime denotes d/d. Given different values of P, Q and R, the different Jacobi
elliptic function solutions F() can be obtained from Eq. (6) (see Appendix A). To determine  explicitly, we take the
following four steps:
Step 1: Determine the integer N by balancing the highest order nonlinear term and the highest order partial derivative
of  in Eq. (4).
Step 2: Substitute (5) along with (6) and (7) into Eq. (4) and collect coefﬁcients F ′i ()F j ()(i = 0, 1; j =
0,±1,±2, . . .), then set each coefﬁcients to zero to derive a set of over-determined algebraic equations for a0, ai ,
bi , ci , di (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) and .
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Step 3: Solve the system of over-determined algebraic equations obtained in Step 2 with the aid of symbolic com-
putation software Maple and Wu-elimination method using the Maple.
Step 4: From Appendix A select P, Q, R and F(), substitute them along with a0, ai , bi , ci , di and  into (5), we
can obtain Jacobi elliptic function solutions of Eq. (2) (see Appendix B for F ′()), from which hyperbolic function
solutions and trigonometric function solutions can be obtained in the limit cases when m −→ 1 and m −→ 0 (see
Appendix C).
3. Application to the GNLS equation
To study the exact travelling wave solutions of the GNLS equation (1), we take a plane wave transformation in
the form
u(x, t) = ()ei[()−wt], (8)
where () is a real function. For convenience, let  =  + x0, where  and x0 are real constants. Then, separating
the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (8), respectively, we obtain the following two ordinary differential equations:
c3′′′ + (−v + 2a2 − 3c32)′ + 3d2′ = 0, (9)
(a2 − 3c3)′′ + (v + w − a22 + c33) + (b − d)3 − k = 0. (10)
Integrating Eq. (9) w.r.t.  one yields
c2′′() + p() + d3() − C = 0, (11)
where p = −v + 2a − 3c22, C is an integration constant. Since the same function () satisﬁes two equations
(10) and (11), we obtain the following constraint conditions:
(a2 − 3c3)
c2
= (v + w − a
22 + c33)
p
= (b − d)
d
= k
C
. (12)
Our main goal is to solve Eq. (11) using the generalized F-expansion illustrated above. Considering the homoge-
neous balance between ′′′() and 3() in Eq. (11), yields N = 1, we suppose that the solution of Eq. (11) can be
expressed by
() = a0 + [a1F() + b1F−1() + c1F ′() + d1F−1()F ′()], (13)
where a0, a1, b1, c1, d1 are constants to be determined later, F(), F
′
() satisfy Eqs. (6) and (7).
With the aid of symbolic computation software Maple–Wu elimination method [23], substituting Eq. (13) along with
(6) and (7) into Eq. (11), the left-hand side of Eq. (11) is converted into a polynomial of F ′i ()F j () (i = 0, 1; j =
0,±1,±2, . . .), then setting each coefﬁcients to zero, we get a set of over-determined algebraic system for a0, a1, b1,
c1, d1 and . Solving the system of over-determined algebraic equations, we get the following solution:
b1 = b1,  = , a0 = 0,  = , c1 = 0, c = −2 db
2
1
R2
,
d1 =
√
1
R
b1, a1 =
√
P
R
b1, v =
2aR + 6d2b21 + dQb21 + 6d
√
P
R
b21R
R
. (14)
Substituting Eq. (14) into Eqs. (8) and (13), admits to the following new exact travelling wave solution of GNLS
equation (1),
u(x, t) =
[√
P
R
b1F() + b1
F()
+
√
(1/R)b1F
′
()
F ()
]
ei[−wt+x0], (15)
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 = 
[
x − (2aR + 6d
2b21 + dQb21 + 6d
√
(P/R)b21R)
R
t
]
. (16)
With the aid of Appendices A–C, from the formal solution (15), we will obtain exact solutions of Eq. (1).
From example, from Appendix A, choosing F() = ns(), P = 1, Q = −(1 + m2), R = m2, inserting them
into Eq. (15) and using Appendix B, we obtain combined non-degenerate Jacobi elliptic function solution of GNLS
equation (1),
u(x, t) =
[√
1
m2
b1ns() + b1
ns()
+
√
(1/m2)b1cs()ds()
ns()
]
ei[−wt+x0], (17)
 = 
[
x − (2am
2 + 6d2b21 + db21(−1 − m2) + 6d
√
(1/m2)b21m
2)
m2
t
]
. (18)
In the limit case when m −→ 1, from Eq. (17) we obtain solitary wave solution of GNLS Eq. (1)in the following
form:
u(x, t) = [b1 coth() + b1
coth()
− b1csch
2()
coth()
]ei[−wt+x0], (19)
 = [x − (2a + 6db212 + 4db21)t]. (20)
Choosing again F()=ns()+ cs(), P = 14 , Q= 12 −m2, R = 14 , inserting them into Eq. (15) and usingAppendix
B, we obtain combined non-degenerate Jacobi elliptic function solution of GNLS equation (1),
u(x, t) =
[
b1(ns() + cs()) + b1
(ns() + cs()) +
√
4b1(−cs()ds() − ns()ds())
(ns() + cs())
]
ei[−wt+x0], (21)
 = [x − (2a + 24d2b21 + 4db21( 12 − m2) + 6db21)t]. (22)
As long as m −→ 1, Eq. (21) admits to the new solitary wave solution of GNLS equation (1) as
u(x, t) =
[
b1(coth() + csch()) + b1
(coth() + csc()) +
√
4b1(−csch2() − coth()csch())
(coth() + csch())
]
ei[−wt+x0],
(23)
 = [x − (2a + 24d2b21 + 4db21)t]. (24)
When m −→ 0, from Eq. (21), we obtain the trigonometric function solution of the GNLS equation (1) as
u(x, t) =
[
b1(csc() + cot()) + b1
(csc() + cot()) +
√
4b1(− cot() csc() − csc2())
(csc() + cot())
]
ei[−wt+x0], (25)
 = [x − (2a + 24d2b21 + 8db21)t]. (26)
As stated before, if we select F() = sn(), P = m2, Q = 12 − m2/2, R = 1, inserting them into Eq. (15) and using
Appendix B, we obtain combined non-degenerate Jacobi elliptic function solution of GNLS equation (1),
u(x, t) =
[√
m2b1sn() + b1
sn()
+ b1cs()dn()
sn()
]
ei[−wt+x0], (27)
 = 
[
x − (2a + 6d2b21 + db21
(
−1
2
− m
2
2
)
+ 6d
√
m2b21)t
]
. (28)
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When m −→ 1, we get the new solitary wave solution of GNLS equation (1) as follows:
u(x, t) =
[
b1 tanh() + b1tanh() +
b1sech2()
tanh()
]
ei[−wt+x0], (29)
 = 
[
x − (2a + 5db21 + 6d2b21)t
]
. (30)
For m −→ 0, Eq. (27) admits to the trigonometric function solution of the GNLS equation (1) as follows:
u(x, t) =
[
b1
sin()
+ b1 cos()
sin()
]
ei[−wt+x0], (31)
 = 
[
x − (2 + 6d2b21 − 12db21)t
]
. (32)
By means of Appendix A, if we select F() = [sn() + icn()], P = 14m2, Q = 12m2 − 1, R = 14m2, inserting them
into Eq. (15) and using Appendix B, we obtain combined non-degenerate Jacobi elliptic function solution of GNLS
equation (1),
u(x, t) =
[
b1[sn() + icn()] + b1[sn() + icn()] +
√
4b1(cn()dn() − sn()dn())
[sn() + icn()]
]
ei[−wt+x0], (33)
 = 
[
x − 4(
1
2am
2 + 6d2b21 + db21( 12m2 − 1) + 32db21m2)
m2
t
]
. (34)
When m tends to 1, we obtain the following new solitary wave solution:
u(x, t) =
[
b1[tanh() + isech()] + b1[tanh() + isech()] +
√
4b1(sech2() − tanh()sech())
[tanh() + isech()]
]
ei[−wt+x0],
(35)
 = [x − (2a + 24d2b21 + 4db21)t]. (36)
It is worth noting that, with the aid of Appendices A–C, from Eq. (15) we can obtain other Jacobi elliptic function
solutions, solitary wave solutions and trigonometric function solutions of Eq. (1), but we omit them here for simplicity.
4. Conclusion
We have proposed an improved generalized F-expansion method by constructing a new and more general ansatz
solution to seek more types of exact solutions of nonlinear evolution equation arising in mathematical physics. The
generalized Schroedinger nonlinear (GNLS) equation, is chosen to illustrate the validity and advantages of this method.
As a result, many exact travellingwave solutions are obtainedwhich include new soliton-like solutions, trigonometric
function solutions and rational solutions. When the modulus m −→ 1 and m −→ 0 some of the obtained solutions
degenerate as solitary wave solutions which cannot be obtained by the F-expansion methods [10,11,1,16,24]. It seems
that the generalized F-expansion method is more effective and simple than other methods and a lot of solutions can be
obtained in the same time.
Finally, it is worthwhile to mention that the method is straightforward and concise, and it can also be applied to other
nonlinear evolution equations in physics. This is our task in the future work.
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Appendix A.
Relations between values of (P,Q,R) and corresponding F() in F ′2() = PF 4() + QF 2() + R.
P Q R F()
m2 −(1 + m2) 1 F() = sn(), cd() = cn()
dn()
−m2 2m2 − 1 1 − m2 F() = cn()
−1 2 − m2 m2 − 1 F() = dn()
1 −(1 + m2) m2 F() = ns() = (sn())−1, dc() = dn()
cn()
1 − m2 2m2 − 1 −m2 F() = nc() = (cn())−1
m2 − 1 2 − m2 −1 F() = nd() = (dn())−1
1 − m2 2 − m2 1 F() = sc() = sn()
cn()
−m2(1 − m2) 2m2 − 1 1 F() = sd() = sn()
dn()
1 2 − m2 1 − m2 F() = cs() = cn()
sn()
1 2m2 − 1 −m2(1 − m2) F () = ds() = dn()
sn()
1
4
1−2m2
2
1
4 F() = ns() ± cs()
1−m2
4
1+m2
2
1−m2
2 F() = nc() ± sc()
1
4
m2−2
2
m2
4 F() = ns() ± ds()
m2
4
m2−2
2
m2
4 F() = sn() ± ics()
Appendix B.
Derivatives of Jacobi elliptic functions
sn
′
() = cn()dn(), cd ′() = −(1 − m2)sd()nd(), cn′() = −sn()dn(), dn′() = −m2sn()cn(),
ns
′
() = −cs()ds(), dc′() = (1 − m2)nc()sc(), nc′() = sc()dc(), nd ′() = m2cd()sd(),
sc
′
() = dc()nc(), cs ′() = −ns()ds(), ds ′() = −cs()ns(), sd ′() = nd()cd().
Appendix C.
Jacobi elliptic functions degenerate as hyperbolic functions when m −→ 1.
sn() tanh()
cn() sech()
dn() sech()
sc() sinh()
sd() sinh()
cd() 1
ns() coth()
nc() cosh()
nd() cosh()
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cs() csch()
ds() csch()
dc() 1
Jacobi elliptic functions degenerate as hyperbolic functions when m −→ 0.
sn() sin()
cn() cos()
dn() 1
sc() tan()
sd() sin()
cd() cos()
ns() csc()
nc() sec()
nd() 1
cs() cot()
ds() csc()
dc() sec()
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